
Our ART Learning Journey

Identify the key 
features of 
Graffiti Art.

Explore the work of 
graffiti artists 

Evaluate, adapt 
and present my 
piece of work.I create a piece of 

work to express 
myself inspired by 

the work of a graffiti 
artist?

To explore 
materials and 
techniques needed 
to create a piece of 
graffiti art.

Key vocabulary:



LQ: Can I explore the work of graffiti artists?

Steps to Success

All I can name a graffiti artist. 

Most I can discuss the different features used by some graffiti 
artists. 

Some I can analyse and compare the different features used by 
both graffiti artists.
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STAR WORDS

Banksy   graffiti lettering collage

mixed media community art colour  

form

LQ: Can I explore the work of graffiti artists? 



TPs:  
What is street art?
What is graffiti art?
What are the features of graffiti art?  

LQ: Can I explore the work of graffiti artists?  Self Assessment

Do you know what street art is?



LQ: Can I explore the work of graffiti artists? 



Although not all graffiti artists find fame, these names have 
become known as they have developed a distinctive style, making 
them stand out. 
Banksy and Maya Hayuk are two well-known street artists.

TPs: 
Can you name any 
graffiti artists? 

What stands out 
about these pieces 
of street art? 



Banksy

nobody knows his true identity, as he keeps it a secret.

His work is often political or 
humorous. He uses art to 
expresses his own opinions. 

Tps: What do you think he 
was trying to express in 
this piece of art?

-graffiti-street-art-what-are-you-looking-at" by Bruce Krasting is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/bruce_krasting/6857656852/in/photolist-brZhsY-HNkrr4-a4ftdp-u2Tdm-7TokQ2-o5k1W-6AFLaE-6C4Xmb-B39dQv-6ZFjo2-5D1tWD-5gSB5B-4kgxfx-6J5b8m-nNWR9-nNWSE-nNWQS-4z9Xks-5D5DMb-6kVit-nNWQ5-nNWYi-nNWJC-6yEnVS-Ac6Nw-nNWTW-nNWTu-nNWQs-brZhrG-nNWJ5-6LskUj-nNWXp-4YAubP-nNWY2-4R2rHK-nNWNq-bX7Yg-drxWqL-nNWMK-nNWT1-6C53yd-nNWWM-5AWLPi-brZhtC-6w4AFR-73fU5U-d1LfGS-5K72R-nNWMk-69Wnz8
https://www.flickr.com/photos/bruce_krasting/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/bruce_krasting/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Banksy

His work appears in public places; this has caused 
controversy, as he uses illegal graffiti sites to 
showcase his work. His art is admired around the 
world but, at the same time, he is breaking the law.

TPs: Do you think this art is vandalism (damaging 
public property)? 

Did You Know...?

Banksy’s art has 

sold for over 

£1,000,000.

by moufle is licensed under CC BY 2.0

by DeptfordJon is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ceaman/1350726415/in/photolist-34mPUt-7wpSf6-nDggUx-9hPCM8-eH4yPY-5aob59-6TpdnS-4LRKHe-2aLbcmm-7ZsPWo-2in7VDM-a2D1xJ-98q7zq-UoZBpY-658nWV-amauwU-6DVxxh-5m2ReZ-GNYJw-9hPCsH-NwrZLF-8Nc3To-nsJDbc-88e2Cp-6LsqBU-647hc7-7437Fz-fsbDKX-5hUtfR-iQvxu-647ksf-46RZGo-7FSpHx-bEUaat-6434rX-4ZZWN-bYH7VN-6Lsmjm-7437hn-6LsoN9-647fMA-4CtLAW-64319n-5Pm3xN-6LogHT-9r7Zhi-GP2ag-6AFLay-6rRive-7oNi6
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ceaman/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/deptfordjon/7205314352/in/photolist-bYH7VN-6Lsmjm-7437hn-6LsoN9-647fMA-4CtLAW-64319n-5Pm3xN-6LogHT-9r7Zhi-GP2ag-6AFLay-6rRive-7oNi6-6Lof9g-6LsmDb-7FWArN-qY1Yub-brZhsY-HNkrr4-a4ftdp-u2Tdm-7TokQ2-o5k1W-6AFLaE-6C4Xmb-B39dQv-6ZFjo2-5D1tWD-5gSB5B-4kgxfx-6J5b8m-nNWR9-nNWSE-nNWQS-4z9Xks-5D5DMb-6kVit-nNWQ5-nNWYi-nNWJC-6yEnVS-Ac6Nw-nNWTW-nNWTu-nNWQs-brZhrG-nNWJ5-6LskUj-nNWXp
https://www.flickr.com/photos/deptfordjon/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Maya Hayuk

Maya Hayuk is a Ukraian American artist. Maya 
work is known for its vibrant colours and bold geometric 
patterns. She gets her inspiration by the surrounding 
environment.

TPs: 
What do you like about art? 
What type of shapes does she use? 



LQ: Can I identify the key features of graffiti art?  
TPs:
What features can you see in Banksy graffiti art? 
What features can you see in Hayuk graffiti art?
What is different about both artists work? 

Graffiti is characterised 
by colours, intricate 

patterns, and is typically 
used to convey a political 
or social message. This art 
style tends to feature loud, 

bold, 3D letters.

Self Assessment

Do you understand the features of a 
graffiti art?



LQ: Can I explore the work of graffiti artists?

TASK
Look at the features used in both artists graffiti work. Which features do you prefer? In your books 
write which artists work you like more and why. 

Self Assessment

Do you understand what to do?

Banksy

Hayuk

Key words to use in your witing:
• Banksy   
• Hayuk
• Graffiti 
• Messages 
• Vibrant colour
• Geometric patterns


